Dear friends!

It’s my pleasure to inform you that we successfully held the ICC Forum “Scaling up the Understanding - Where Will ICC on Sustainable Usage of Water Take Us?”, during this year’s District 1913 Conference in Pula, Croatia.

We used this opportunity to address the future of waters together with the future of ICC in Croatia, with help of John Germ (PRIP and current Rotary Foundation Commissioner), who reminded us of Kofi Annan’s warning that the water issues contain the seeds of fierce national conflicts.

Furthermore, we hosted Cos Ovidiu, Chair of ICC Executive Council, Peter Adler, District 1910 Governor 2020/21, Peter Slavik, District 2240 Governor 2018/19, Otakar Vesely, ICC National Coordinator, Vladimir Matić District 2483 Governor and Daniko Ljevanić, District 2483 Governor Nominee.

Moreover, Croatian ICC coordination got two new members: boards Croatia-Russia and Croatia-Bosnia & Hercegovina.

Yours in Rotary,

Nikica Daraboš

ICC coordinator
DC 1913 Croatia